SRSXP700
SRS-XP700 Bluetooth Portable Wireless Speaker
Pump up the party with the dynamic sound of the SRS-XP700 Portable
Wireless Speaker. Sony’s unique X-Balanced Speaker units power MEGA
BASS and multi-directional sound that sounds incredible from anywhere, even
from behind the speaker. Keep the good times going all day and night with up
to 25 hours of battery life plus USB-C2 quick charging1.

Bullets
Omnidirectional Party Sound with integrated rear tweeter
Up to 25 hours of battery life1 with quick charging
X-Balanced Speaker for powerful bass
IPX4 Splash-resistant design
New concept LED indirect illumination lighting
Unleash your inner pop star with 2 mic/guitar rear inputs
Integrated carry handle for easy portability
Connect and stream music easily with Bluetooth ®3
Charge your device and play your tracks via USB port 2
Place the speaker upright or on its side
Sony | Music Center app 4
Fiestable app 4
Add to the fun with up to 100 speakers via Party Connect 5

Features
Enjoy powerful sound anywhere
With a mid-range speaker for vocal clarity, front and rear tweeters for multi-directional sound, and
X-Balanced speaker units for deep, punchy MEGA BASS™, the XP700 speaker is tuned to
enjoy all different genres of music. The powerful rear tweeter makes the XP700 sound incredible
from anywhere – even from behind the speaker – so you can place the speaker anywhere you
like.

All-day battery life with quick charging plus Battery Care
Keep the party going with up to 25 hours of battery life 1 on a single charge, and USB-C quick
charging gives you up to 3 hours of playback after just 10 minutes of charge time1 When
charging your speaker, the Battery Care feature stops charging just before the battery reaches
100% to increase the health and life span of battery.

X-Balanced speaker units enhance sound quality and provide deep bass
A unique, Sony-developed speaker unit allows for deep, punchy MEGA BASS™ and higher

sound levels while maintaining clarity.

IPX4 Splash-resistant design
With an IPX4 splash resistance rating, the XP700 speaker can stand up to splashes and spills, so
you can enjoy the party with no worries.

Bring your music to life with indirect illumination
Give your party a fresh, modern look with the indirect illumination lighting concept of the XP700.
The colorful, inviting glow of the LEDs make it a perfect fit for both parties and everyday use.

Unleash your inner pop star
Plug in a microphone or a guitar via the mic/guitar with dual inputs in the rear port. When
connecting a guitar, the XP700 can be used as a guitar amp.

Portable, easy-to-carry design
The built-in handle makes it easy to take the XP700 with you and enjoy music anywhere you go.

BLUETOOTH® wireless connectivity
BLUETOOTH® streaming connectivity makes it simple to stream your party playlist from your
Bluetooth-enabled media device.3

USB play & charge
Plug your smartphone or media device into one of the rear USB ports and play music while it
charges via the speaker’s power supply. You can also plug a USB memory stick or flash drive
into a USB port to play your digital files. 2

Stand it up or place it on its side
Whether the speaker is placed horizontally or vertically, a built-in sensor optimizes audio
accordingly to maintain sound quality.

Control the party with the Sony | Music Center app4
Control the party from the dance floor with the Sony | Music Center app 4. Select your favorite
playlists, cue the next song, change lighting patterns and sound modes, and more.

Fiestable app4
Download the Fiestable app 4 to control the lighting and turn it on/off. You can also use motion
control gestures on your smartphone screen.

Get things booming with Party Connect5
Enjoy the same song, multiplied, with Party Connect. Connect up to 100 wireless speakers with
BLUETOOTH® technology and the music and lights sync up so everyone dances to the same
beat.3 Set a random pattern or set the lights to blink in a circle. 5

Specification
Sound
SPEAKER SIZE

Diameter of Speaker Unit(Tweeter) front 6cm x 3 rear 5cm x 1,
Diameter of Speaker Unit(woofer) 17cm x 2

SOUND MODES

Clear Audio+, DSEE, LIVE SOUND, Omnidirectional Party Sound

Size & Weight
DIMENSIONS (W X H X D)

313x693x367 mm

WEIGHT

16.9 kg

Bluetooth
SUPPORTED CODECS

SBC, AAC, LDAC

Interface
INPUT AND OUTPUT
TERMINALS

Stereo Mini Jack(IN), USB A, Mic Input, Guitar Input

General Features
BATTERY LIFE

25 HOURS

POWER SUPPLY

Internal rechargeable

WATER PROTECTION

IPX4

1. Actual performance varies based on settings, environmental conditions, and usage. Battery capacity decreases over time
and use.
2. Not all USB devices are compatible. Consult www.esupport.sony.com for complete details.
3. Interoperability and compatibility among Bluetooth® devices vary. For Apple iOS devices, the system is compatible with iOS
10.0 or later. A BLUETOOTH connection is not available on the devices with iOS 9.x or earlier.
4. Download app at Google Play and the App Store. Network services, content, and operating system and software subject to
terms and conditions and may be changed, interrupted or discontinued at any time and may require fees, registration and
credit card information.
5. Only compatible between SRS-XP700, XP500. When watching movies using the Party Connect function, there may be a
gap between video and audio.
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